Merging / Joining Compositions
This guide covers the OPAS data function “Change Links from Source to
Target – Join Records”. If you do not have that function in your copy of OPAS,
please contact Technical Support and it will be sent to you (there is no charge
for this data function).
In this example, the OPAS Works area contains duplicate entries for Bach’s
Concerto for Two Violins that were inadvertently created and differ fundamentally only in the title. Neither record
can be deleted as both are linked to performances, Publication records and/or Library entries:

Clearly mark the Master Title and Print
Titles of the record to be removed from
OPAS (the reason for this will become
apparent in the next step).

Prepare the
record to be
deleted

Also ensure any non-linked data that you wish to save is either clearly marked or (better
yet), manually moved to the record
that will be retained. Non-linked
data includes text and note fields.
In addition, linked Documents will
not be moved to the new record
and those files must be manually
re-linked.

Click the
Function icon
and select the
“Change
Links…”
function

Click the Function icon and select the Change Links from Source to Target –
Join Works. This function can be run from any screen in the Works area.
After you click Start Function a two-paned
window will be displayed.
In the top window, select the Composer
and then the Work to be deleted. Use the
marking you made in the previous step to
insure you have the correct composition.
In the bottom window, select the Composer
and then the Work to be retained – this is
the composition to which the links will be
moved.
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When you click the green OK button, OPAS will
move all restricting links (performance histories,
Publication, Library records, etc) from the top
entry to the bottom entry.
Note that in the lower left-hand corner, you can opt
to automatically delete the top record after the links
have been moved. Unless you are absolutely
certain that you’ve moved all data, it is
recommended that this
item remain un-checked, and the old record is manually deleted
(as shown in the next step).

Make any
additional
changes and
delete the
original record

Notes

After the data function has run, the “to be deleted” version of the composition will no longer
have any performance history or links to other OPAS program areas that would prevent it
from being deleted.
The “to be kept” composition now contains that information from the “to be deleted” work,
but Notes, Themes, Commission information and other ‘flat’ data has not been
automatically brought over. After manually entering or moving other information, you can
delete the original record as there are no data links in OPAS preventing the deletion.
Keep in mind that the name of the “Change Links…” function can be taken quite literally; it
only moves the data links that prevent a database record from being deleted. All other
pieces of information are to be moved at your discretion.
The “Change Links…” function intentionally does not move:
•
•
•
•
•

Print or Alternate titles and Arrangement credits
Note fields
Instrumentation infomration
Any information on the Additional Data screen
Any information on the To-Do List screen

If you wish this data to be preserved, it must be manually recreated on the new record
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